Polluation in Beijing,China

 Beijing, China suffers from some of the worst air pollution worldwide. What is the source of
this air pollution? How has the poor air quality affected the people and the surrounding
environment?

 China is notorious for being a major polluter. Its economic growth in the past three
decades has been the fastest among major nations, which is the main factor in why China
has extensive air pollution. Of the twenty cities with the worst air pollution worldwide, 16
are located in China, including Beijing. Due to this extensive air pollution, China’s
Environmental Sustainability Index is ranked near the bottom among countries worldwide
 .The causes of Beijing’s widespread air pollution can be attributed to a number of factors:
an enormous economic boom, a surge in the number of motorized vehicles, population
growth, output from manufacturing, and natural reasons which include the city’s
surrounding topography and seasonal weather. China has also experienced major
economic growth with a drastic rise in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This increase in
wealth can be correlated with an increase in pollution.
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 In 2003, the Chinese Academy for Environmental Planning determined that air pollution
was responsible for 411,000 premature deaths across China. The 2008 Olympic Summer
Games in Beijing was the catalyst leading to many new policies to address air pollution.
Emergency measures were enacted depending on the pollution levels, but the most
important factor in curbing air pollution is the implementation of new laws and reformation
of old laws. The Olympics were crucial in raising awareness about reform of environmental
regulations. Many factories, industries, and manufacturing plants were shut down for the
duration of the games and driving restrictions were imposed on millions of vehicles.1,9
Although this was a temporary solution for the Olympics, city officials promised to spend
over $12 billion dollars on improving the environment. City officials converted coal
furnaces in tens of thousands of homes to natural gas and relocated factories to other
provinces in China.
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 Beijing’s air pollution affects the health of its citizens and threatens to limit the future
success and expansion of the city. Though the contamination is extensive, there are
possible solutions which can address the problem. By analyzing the sources of pollution,
studying its consequences, and by reforming inadequate regulations and laws, Beijing can
salvage its environment and create a healthier atmosphere for future generations.
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